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Source: Design Inc M2 Urban Design Study 2010 



Source: Design Inc M2 Urban Design Study 2010 

 

 

 



Source: Bitzios Consulting 2022 Refer Appendix C of SEE 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 



 



 

 



 
 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 







 
 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

  

 

 

 

(d) the Minister for Planning in the case 
of an advertisement displayed by or 
on behalf of RMS on— 
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1.2 Aims of Plan 
(1) This Plan aims to make local environmental planning provisions for land in The Hills in accordance  
with the relevant standard environmental planning instrument under section 3.20 of the Act. 

 

 

(3) 



 

 

 
1 Objectives of zone 
• To provide for infrastructure and related uses. 
• To prevent development that is not compatible with or that may detract from the provision of infrastructure.  
 
2 Permitted without consent 
Roads 
 
3 Permitted with consent 
Aquaculture; The purpose shown on the Land Zoning Map, including any development that is ordinarily incidental  
or ancillary to development for that purpose. 
 
4 Prohibited 
Any development not specified in item 2 or 3 

https://www.planningportal.nsw.gov.au/publications/environmental-planning-instruments/hills-local-environmental-plan-2019


 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 





 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Yours faithfully, 
 

Belinda Barnett 
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Appendix A

Legal Advice



Our reference 

CLC/JG/GOSI31396-9178402 

 

 

3445-3009-2316v3 

8 Chifley 
8-12 Chifley Square, Sydney NSW 2000, Australia 

GPO Box 9925, Sydney NSW 2001, Australia 
Tel +61 2 9210 6500 

Fax +61 2 9210 6611 

www.corrs.com.au 
 

 

Sydney 

Melbourne 

Brisbane 

Perth 

Port Moresby 

  

28 June 2022 

 

 

 

Mr Ian Riley 

Manboom Signage Partnership Pty Ltd 

151 Macquarie Street 

SYDNEY  NSW  2000 

 

Contact 
Julia Green (02) 9210 6157 

Email: julia.green@corrs.com.au 
 

Partner 
Christine Covington 

Dear Ian 

M2 Motorway Signage DA 

1 Request for Advice 

1.1 You have asked us to advise on whether Manboom Signage Partnership Pty Ltd 

(Manboom) can be the applicant for development applications for the display of 

advertisements on the M2 Motorway (DA) for the purposes of section 3.14 of the 

State Environmental Planning Policy (Industry and Employment) 2021 (IESEPP).  

1.2 Section 3.14 of the IESEPP makes advertisement development permissible with 

development consent, where such development may otherwise be prohibited 

under a local environmental plan (LEP). 

2 Executive Summary 

2.1 In short, the answer is yes, Manboom can be the applicant for the DAs and benefit 

from the provisions in section 3.14(1)(c) of the IESEPP that make advertisement 

development permissible with consent on the M2 Motorway.   

2.2 There is no requirement in section 3.14 or the balance of the IESEPP that 

requires the applicant for the DA for advertising on the M2 Motorway to be a 

public authority.   

2.3 Landowner’s consent to the DAs would still be required in the usual course. 

3 Reasoning 

3.1 We are instructed that Manboom proposes to lodge DAs for the display of 

advertisements on the M2 Motorway. 

3.2 We are instructed that the development will be located on that part of the M2 

Motorway that is zoned SP2 and that under the relevant LEPs, advertising and 

signage use is prohibited. 

  



28 June 2022 

Manboom Signage Partnership 

M2 Motorway Signage DA 
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3.3 Section 3.14 of the IESEPP states: 

3.14   Transport corridor land 

(1)  Despite section 3.8(1) and the provisions of any other environmental planning 
instrument, the display of an advertisement on transport corridor land is permissible 
with development consent in the following cases— 
(a)  the display of an advertisement by or on behalf of RailCorp, NSW Trains, Sydney 

Trains, Sydney Metro or TfNSW on a railway corridor, 

(b)  the display of an advertisement by or on behalf of TfNSW on— 
(i)  a road that is a freeway or tollway (under the Roads Act 1993) or associated road 

use land that is adjacent to such a road, or 

(ii)  a bridge constructed by or on behalf of TfNSW on any road corridor, or 

(iii)  land that is owned, occupied or managed by TfNSW and that is within 250 metres 
of a classified road, 

(c)  the display of an advertisement on transport corridor land comprising a road 
known as the Sydney Harbour Tunnel, the Eastern Distributor, the M2 Motorway, 
the M4 Motorway, the M5 Motorway, the M7 Motorway, the Cross City Tunnel or 
the Lane Cove Tunnel, or associated road use land that is adjacent to such a 
road. 

(2)  Before determining an application for consent to the display of an advertisement in such a 
case, the Minister for Planning may appoint a design review panel to provide advice to the 
Minister concerning the design quality of the proposed advertisement. 

(3)  The Minister must not grant consent to the display of an advertisement in such a case 
unless— 
(a)  the advice of any design review panel appointed by the Minister has been considered 

by the Minister, and 

(b)  the Minister is satisfied that the advertisement is consistent with the Guidelines. 

(4)  This section does not apply to the display of an advertisement if the Minister determines that 
display of the advertisement is not compatible with surrounding land use, taking into 
consideration any relevant provisions of the Guidelines. 

    [emphasis added] 

3.4 Section 3.14(1)(c) makes advertising development permissible with development 

consent, despite any prohibition in an LEP, if the proposed advertising 

development is: 

(a) Within transport corridor land.  This is defined as: 

transport corridor land means the following land— 
(a)  land comprising a railway corridor, 

(b)  land comprising a road corridor, 

(c)  land zoned industrial under an environmental planning instrument and owned, 
occupied or managed by TfNSW, Sydney Metro or RailCorp. 

(b) Located within the M2 Motorway transport corridor land. 

3.5 On the basis of our instructions as to the location of the proposed development 

within the transport corridor of the M2 Motorway, the development is permissible 

with consent. 

3.6 Unlike sections 3.14(1)(a) and (b), there is no requirement under section 

3.14(1)(c) that the DA is made by or on behalf of a public authority.  Accordingly, 

any person, including Manboom, can make such an application. 

https://legislation.nsw.gov.au/view/html/inforce/current/act-1993-033
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Yours faithfully 

Corrs Chambers Westgarth 

 

 

 

 

Christine Covington Julia Green 

Partner in Charge (she/her) Special Counsel   
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Appendix B

Development Application 
Plans and Photomontage
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Appendix C

Traffic Safety Report 
Prepared by Bitzios 
Consulting
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Copyright in the information and data in this document is the property of Bitzios Consulting.  This document and its information and data is for the 
use of the authorised recipient and this document may not be used, copied or reproduced in whole or in part for any purpose other than for which 
it was supplied by Bitzios Consulting.  Bitzios Consulting makes no representation, undertakes no duty and accepts no responsibility to any third 
party who may use or rely upon this document or its information and data. 

The assessment team has undertaken assessments of similar digital advertising sign proposals elsewhere in NSW and Australia. In addition to the 
use of NSW guidelines, our assessments are founded on road safety auditing principles and traffic safety risk assessments. Where a significant 
change in road safety risk has been identified due to the proposal, potential treatment measures to mitigate the change in risk have been suggested. 
However, the adoption of any or all the treatment measures does not warrant that the site is absolutely safe from incidents in the future whether 
they be related or unrelated to the proposed digital sign. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Manboom Signage is seeking development approval for the installation of a digital LED advertising 

sign. The sign is proposed to be located on the pedestrian bridge above the eastbound carriageway 

of the M2 Hills Motorway (M2) near Ixion Street in Baulkham Hills, as shown in Figure 1.1. 

 

*Sign location is indicative. Adapted from Nearmap 

Figure 1.1: Location of the Proposed Digital Sign 

Bitzios Consulting has been engaged by Manboom Signage to undertake a traffic safety assessment 

of the proposal. 
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1.2 Methodology 

The process used to assess the impact of the proposal involved: 

▪ A review of the viewing locations and sightlines to the proposed digital sign to define the 

geographical scope of the assessment 

▪ A review of the proposed digital sign specifications 

▪ A review of relevant research of the effects of digital signs on driver distraction in different driving 

circumstances 

▪ A before versus after installation crash analysis study and documenting the results of 12-month 

post-opening safety assessments for nine other digital signs along the M2 

▪ A site inspection during day conditions to understand the road user’s perspective of the sign, then 

a driver sightline assessment using images captured from in-vehicle video recordings 

▪ A first-principles safety assessment of the proposed digital sign, including reviewing road 

approaches, driver sightlines, surrounding environment and proximity of intersections 

▪ A review of the most recently available five years of crash data in proximity to the sign 

▪ An assessment of the proposed digital sign against: 

- State Environmental Planning Policy (Industry and Employment) 2021 (Industry and Employment SEPP) 

- The Transport for NSW Advertising Sign Safety Assessment Matrix 

- The Transport Corridor Outdoor Advertising and Signage Guidelines: Assessing development 
applications under SEPP 64 (Department of Planning and Environment, November 2017) (Signage 
Guidelines). 
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2. SIGN VIEWING LOCATIONS 

2.1 Viewing Approaches 

The digital sign is proposed to face west towards eastbound drivers along the M2. The driver viewing 

range to the sign from this approach is illustrated in Figure 2.1 and demonstrates a relatively long 

distance on approach to the proposed sign from which it can be identified. 

 
*Sign location is indicative. / Adapted from Nearmap 

Figure 2.1: Driver Viewing Range to the Proposed Sign 

The ability to recognise the sign and to recognise its content are two different things. The sign could 

be identified as an object from approximately 380m away as shown in Figure 2.1, however, its content 

is only likely to be recognisable from about 200m away, depending on the content of the 

advertisement. The sign will appear at the windscreen as an object that is 6cm wide and 1.6cm high 

when 200m from it. 
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2.2 Driver Views 

The eastbound sign view from the M2 during the daytime period is shown in Figure 2.2. 

 

*Sign location is indicative, not to scale and for illustration purposes only. 

Figure 2.2: Daytime view from the M2 eastbound 
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3. DIGITAL SIGN SPECIFICATIONS 
The specifications for the proposed digital sign, as well as other relevant site information, are 

summarised in Table 3.1. The proposed development plan is provided in Appendix A. 

Table 3.1: Specifications and Site Information for the Proposed Digital Sign 

Attribute Details 

Location 
M2 pedestrian bridge near Ixion Street, Baulkham 
Hills, NSW 

Local Government Area The Hills 

Land use zoning SP2 Classified Road 

Proposed facing direction West 

Proposed type of advertisement/sign Bridge advertisement – supersite 

Proposed display format Internally illuminated digital (LED) 

Proposed visual screen size 12.48m x 3.20m = 39.94m2 

Proposed advertising display area 12.58m x 3.30m = 41.51m2 

Minimum vertical pavement clearance 5.50m 

Visual screen size greater than 20m2? Yes 

Visual screen size greater than 45m2? No 

Structure higher than 8m above the ground? Yes – overall height 9.00m 

Is the site located within 250m of and visible from a 
classified road under the Roads Act 1993? 

Yes 

Consent authority NSW Minister for Planning 

Does the sign contain moving parts? No 

Is it a Variable Message Sign? No 

Does it have any flashing or flickering content? No 
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4. LITERATURE REVIEW

4.1 Context

Crashes directly related to digital signs would typically fall into two categories: 

▪ Crashes due to the collision of a vehicle with the mounting structure of a digital sign where the

sign is placed in a location where there is a reasonable risk of this occurring

▪ Crashes which occur as a consequence of a driver being distracted by a digital sign.

The available Digital Signage Guidelines generally provide well-researched information on the 

location of ‘clear zones’ and other areas where there is a reasonable risk of an object being collided 

with by an errant vehicle. The linkages between driver distraction due to digital signs and crashes is 

less well dealt with in the available Digital Signage Guidelines and many of the criteria used have no 

direct relevance of the risk of distraction in time and in space on approach to digital signs located in 

different parts of the visual driving environment and in different driving environments. 

The chain of events that is required to link a digital sign to increased crash rates is that: 

▪ A driver is aware of an external event (i.e. outside the vehicle) which is a digital sign display

change and that the event distracts a driver sufficiently to lead to involuntary driver inattention

which then leads to driver error at a critical time in a driving environment and driving circumstance

that leads to a crash.

As there is no body of research that links the installation of a digital sign or the conversion of a static 

sign to a digital sign to increased crash rates, the available research has been disaggregated into: 

▪ The relationship between distractions (generally) and crashes

▪ The relationship between digital signs and distractions

▪ Studies which have attempted to interpret before v after installation crash statistics to see if there

is a correlation of digital signs with crash rates (without defining a causal relationship).

Research on each of these topics is summarised below. 

4.2 Relationships between Distraction and Crashes 

It is important to note that distraction from digital or static billboards did not feature in the top 15 

causes of driver distraction. As such, this data further validates the research consensus that there is 

no valid link between roadside advertising and increased crash risk. There is consensus in the 

literature that the majority of crashes which occur in urban areas are due to driver error. Victor et al. 

(2005) highlights that human error is the cause of up to 92.6 percent of accidents on the road. In order 

to minimise the risk of crashes drivers need to: be aware of external environmental influences, 

interpret the risks associated with these external environmental influences, make decisions, and carry 

out actions (Perez & Bertola 2011). 

Even though human error is the cause of most crashes, Lam (2002) reviewed NSW crash data and 

found that out of 414,136 crashes, distraction was a factor in 15,059 (3.6%) of them. Distractions 

coming from outside the vehicle were determined to be a factor in only 2.5% of all crashes. This low 

influence of external distractions to crashes was reinforced by the Monash University Accident 

Research Centre (MUARC) carried out a study on crashes in Victoria and NSW between 2000 and 

2011 and found the most common causes of crashes as summarised in Table 4.1. The most common 

cause of crashes was a combination of driver inattention and driver distraction. Distraction and 

inattention may occur separately. That is, a driver may be distracted but still attentive.  
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Table 4.1: Causes of Vehicle Crashes in NSW and Victoria 

Percentage of Crashes Cause 

13.5% Intoxication 

11.8% Fell asleep 

10.9% Fatigued 

3.2% Failed to look 

3.2% Passenger interaction 

2.6% Fell ill 

2.6% Blacked out 

1.8% Feeling stressed 

1.5% Looked but failed to see 

1.4% Animal or insect in vehicle 

0.9% Using a mobile phone 

0.9% Changing CD/cassette/radio 

0.9% Adjusting vehicle systems 

0.9% Looking at vehicle systems 

0.3% Searching for objects 

Source: http://www.keepyoureyesontheroad.org.au/pages/Accident-statistics-Cont 

Austroads (2013) provides a comprehensive review of research on the effect of roadside advertising 

on road crashes. It found from its extensive literature review that “while looking at an external object 

appears to be quite risky behaviour when it is engaged in, it is not a frequent cause of crashes overall”. 

Many studies have been undertaken to determine the main causes of both driver distraction and driver 

inattention, and how they contribute to an increase in crashes. Regan et al. (2011, p.1771) describes 

driver distraction as a “diversion of the mind, attention, etc., from a particular object or course; the fact 

of having one’s attention or concentration disturbed by something”. This includes objects brought into 

the vehicle, vehicle systems, vehicle occupants, moving objects or animals in the vehicle, internalised 

activity, and external objects, events or activities (Perez & Bertola 2011). A broader definition of driver 

inattention is defined as “when the driver’s mind has wandered from the driving task for some non-

compelling reason” (Regan et al. 2011, p.1772). 
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4.3 Relationships between Digital Sign Glances and Distraction 

Samsa (2015) conducted a study that used eye tracking technology to track participant’s natural eye 

movements and prioritisation behaviour whilst driving. Participants were each instructed to drive a 

single loop of the study route (14.6km section of a road through Brisbane and its surrounding suburbs 

to Woolloongabba) between 11am and 2pm. This study found that participants prioritised tasks based 

on the complexity of the driving demands, which was particularly evident during heavy traffic in AM 

and PM peak hours. The research found that in demanding driving environments, drivers will prioritise 

focussing on “on-road” factors such as the rate of cars braking and on pedestrian and cyclist 

movements over off-road factors such as billboards. Moreover, Samsa (2015) found no significant 

difference in driver prioritisation when comparing static billboards, digital billboards and on-premises 

signs. This research concluded that there is a smaller chance of driver distraction from digital 

billboards whilst driving in demanding environments. 

The Samsa (2015) finding supported the US Department of Transport and Federal Highway 

Administration research (2012) which found that drivers look at the forward roadway between 73% 

and 85% of the time depending on the demands of the driving task. This study also found that where 

billboards are introduced, drivers may substitute saccades / glance fixations from other things towards 

billboard glances but the percentage of time fixating on the forward roadway is consistent. 

Victor et al. (2005) revealed similar results when they undertook a much larger study that examined 

eye glance movement on the road during both light and heavy traffic flows. Data was collected via the 

EU project HASTE, which used “in vehicle information systems” (S-IVIS). Data was sourced from 119 

participants across three separate experiments, from four separate driving routes. The study included 

an examination of auditory and visual tasks to test driver glance behaviour. The results showed that 

as driving tasks became more difficult, drivers increased their viewing time in the road centre, rather 

than on other visual tasks (such as observing signs) off-road. 

Also, there are general misconceptions that drivers “stare” at digital billboards, that changing 

messages on digital billboards draw a driver’s attention to them and that these influences alone lead 

to crashes. The literature suggests that instead of “staring” at billboards, drivers “glance” at billboards. 

The US Department of Transport and Federal Highway Administration (2012) found that the average 

glance duration to an electronic billboard was 0.335 seconds with a maximum of 1.335 seconds, well 

below the 2.0-second distraction time threshold that Austroads research (and other research) 

suggests as the critical time for increased crash risk. Smiley et. al. (2005) found an average glance 

length of 0.5 seconds for electronic billboards and that viewings of the electronic billboard were 

undertaken by up to 50% of drivers. 

The research of Decker et al. (2015) supported the glance time findings of other studies. This research 

summarised the results of 8 studies and concluded that the “range of mean glance durations was 

0.27 to 0.953 s (mean, 0.51) for passive billboards and 0.27 to 1.0 s (mean, 0.54) for active billboards”. 

This research did note “strong evidence of substantial variability among individual billboards in each 

category”. 

Participant’s glance behaviour was recorded and analysed in terms of the number of fixations and the 

duration of these fixations to both static and digital billboards in the work of Samsa (2015). Out of a 

total of 144 fixations toward four digital billboards, the average fixation duration was below 0.75 

seconds. This is considered to be ”the equivalent minimum-perception reaction time to the slowing of 

a vehicle ahead” (Samsa 2015, p.8). Less than 1% of the records presented an average fixation 

duration of above 0.75 seconds. This average was apparent for both static and digital sign types. 

Furthermore, Samsa’s (2015) results showed that participants that fixated on a digital billboard for 

longer than 0.75 seconds tended to do so when travelling conditions were relaxed (i.e. car was 

stationary, or traffic was minimal). 
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Samsa’s (2015) results followed those of Perez and Bertola (2011) which also used eye-tracking 

technology to survey driver behaviour when glancing to digital billboards. Perez and Bertola (2011) 

also found that the maximum glance duration off the centre of the road was 0.75 seconds and claimed 

that that these small glances away from the road generally occur when there is low demand from the 

road network, and that these glances are not likely to result in adverse or critical events. Overall, a 

number of studies have concluded that drivers glance at digital billboards at a mean rate of 0.5 

seconds and almost all are less than 1.0 seconds. 

The available literature confirms that: 

▪ External sources have a minimal effect on driver distraction that led to crashes

▪ Driver distraction in general reduces as the driving environment becomes more complex because

drivers prioritise their attention effort to higher risk tasks

▪ The number and duration of glances due to digital billboards that result in driver inattention to the

scale that might influence the series of events that would lead to a crash is immeasurably small.
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4.4 The Relationship between Digital Signs and Crashes 

4.4.1 International Examples 

Due to the relatively short time digital billboards have been present in Australia and the relatively few 

locations that they have been present (until recent years), there is limited before and after installation 

crash data in Australia that specifically targets identifying a relationship between digital signs and 

crash rates and under what conditions. A selection of international research is presented below. 

Hawkins, Kuo and Lord (2012) was based on 135 “on-premises digital sign” locations and undertook 

statistical analysis of crash data for before and after each sign installation. The signs were located in 

California, North Carolina, Ohio, and Washington. This study concluded “that the installation of digital 

on-premises signs does not lead to a statistically significant increase in crashes on major roads”. 

Tantala and Tantala (2010) was based on “26 existing, non-accessory, advertising digital billboards 

along routes with periods of comparison as long as 8 years in the greater Reading area, Berks County, 

Pennsylvania”. This research looked at both temporal and spatial crash details around the electronic 

signs and compared the data to 51 non-electronic signs. The digital signs had message duration times 

of 6, 8 or 10 seconds. This research concluded that: 

▪ “The before and after rates of accidents near the twenty digital billboards show an 11.1% decrease 

within 0.5 miles of all digital billboards over eight years near twenty locations. Similar decreases 

and trends in both averages and peaks are observed for both smaller and larger vicinity ranges, 

and for specific groups of locations by duration time.” 

▪ “The accident statistics and metrics remain consistent, exhibiting statistically insignificant 

variations at each of the digital billboards. The metrics include the total number of accidents in 

any given month, the average number of accidents, the peak number of accidents in any given 

month, and the number of accident-free months. These conclusions account for variations in 

traffic-volume and other metrics.” 

▪ “The statistical evaluation of the Empirical Bayes method and actual versus predicted results show 

that the total number of accidents is comparable to what would be statistically expected with or 

without the introduction of digital technology and that the safety near these locations is consistent 

with the model benchmarked by 77 locations within Berks County.” 

Pandey and Shafizadeh (2011) reviewed a range of traffic flow parameters upstream of electronic 

billboards on Highway 50 near Sacramento. The study concluded that “the presence of the electronic 

billboard does not appear to have a significant negative impact in traffic performance (flow, speed, 

and lane occupancy) or incidents in the study section of the freeway”. 
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4.4.2 Assessment of Existing Digital Signs along the M2 

Crash data ‘before-installation’ and ‘after-installation’ of digital signs has been analysed on approach 

to nine existing digital signs along the M2 at seven locations. The crash data has been compared to 

understand if there has been any change in crash rate or crash types on the visual approach to each 

digital sign, and to infer if any relationships exist between digital sign distraction and crash rates. 

In addition, 12-month post-installation road safety checks of the digital signs were undertaken by 

Winning Traffic Solutions (WTS) and a summary of their recommendations have been included. The 

key findings follow, and the full assessment is included in Appendix B. 

Summary of the Review of the Crash Data 

The number of pre-installation and post-installation crashes between 2012 and 2021 within 200m of 

the nine existing digital signs is summarised in Table 4.2. 

Table 4.2: Pre and Post-installation Crash Data Comparison – M2 Digital Signs (2012-2021) 

Site Location 
Installation 
Date 

Pre-installation 
Crashes p.a. 

Post-installation 
Crashes p.a. 

1 Delhi Road inbound, North Ryde December 2017 1 1 

2 Delhi Road outbound, North Ryde December 2017 <1 0 

3 Lane Cove Road outbound, Macquarie Park May 2017 0 <1 

4 Murray Farm Road outbound, Cheltenham July 2019 <1 0 

5 Pennant Hills Road inbound, Carlingford May 2017 2 <1 

6 Barclay Road inbound, North Rocks July 2018 <1 <1 

7 Barclay Road outbound, North Rocks July 2018 <1 <1 

81 Ixion Street outbound, Baulkham Hills November 2017 0 0 

9 Langdon Road inbound, Baulkham Hills November 2017 <1 <1 
1The Ixion Street outbound sign is essentially in the same context as the inbound sign being considered under this assessment. 

Key findings when reviewing the data across all sites are: 

▪ The M2 in locations that approach bridges is inherently safe with very low crash rates despite the 

relatively high volumes and high speeds of traffic on the M2 

▪ Whilst there is a reduction in crashes on average post-installation of digital signs on the M2, there 

is no statistical causal relationship evident between the presence of digital signs and changing 

crash rates (up or down) where they have been installed.  

Whilst each site is unique and should be assessed considering its particular circumstances, given the 

above conclusions, there is no evidentiary basis to claim that the installation of digital signs on bridges 

along the M2 will lead to a higher crash rate than currently exists. 

Consensus of the Road Safety Check Findings 

The 12-month post-installation road safety checks of the digital signs undertaken by WTS concluded 

that: 

▪ All signs are not located near any distractions and driving task situations that would significantly 

increase road user safety risks on the road network 

▪ Road user safety is not compromised by the placement and operation of the signs 

▪ The objectives of the road safety checks, SEPP 64 and Section 3 of the Signage Guidelines have 

been met. 
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4.5 Research Interpretation 

The chain of events that is required to link a digital sign to increased crash rates is: a driver is aware 

of an external event (i.e. outside the vehicle) which is a digital sign display change and that the event 

distracts a driver sufficiently to lead to involuntary driver inattention which then leads to driver error in 

a driving environment at a critical instance in time that leads to a crash”. 

The combination of probabilities of these events would be extremely difficult to quantity and aligns 

with the absence of a comprehensive body of research that links digital signs (to driver distraction 

leading to driver inattention leading to driver error) leading to an increased rate of crashes.   

The literature review presented in this chapter has established an absence of a causal relationship 

between digital signs and driver distraction to the level that creates additional crashes. This absence 

of any relationship between the installation of digital signs and crashes was also evident in the review 

of nine existing digital signs along the M2. 

Furthermore, there is also an absence of any correlation between new digital signs and increasing 

crash rates. There are currently over 2,000 digital roadside advertising signs in Australia and there 

has not been a single claim, as far as the industry is aware, of a digital sign being blamed for a crash. 

Based on traffic crash risk management principles however, the criteria where digital signs should be 

considered with greater scrutiny are: 

▪ Locations that are highly unusual in their configuration complexity, or

▪ Locations that are inherently unsafe anyway, based on crash records.

The proposed sign location does not meet either of the above criteria and is considered to be 

a very low risk to driver distraction, based on the summary of the research. 
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5. TRAFFIC SAFETY ASSESSMENT 

5.1 Key Assumptions 

The assessment of the proposed digital sign was undertaken on the basis that: 

▪ There is currently no advertising sign at the subject site. Therefore, driver sightlines have been 

estimated based on information regarding where the proposed digital sign is to be installed 

▪ The display of content will be static for a minimum dwell time of 25 seconds with a transition time 

of no more than 0.1 seconds based on the Signage Guidelines criteria 

▪ Illumination/lighting levels for the digital sign will comply with the Signage Guidelines and maintain 

lighting levels to match the surrounding environment at the site. 

5.2 Site Inspection 

A site inspection was undertaken on Thursday, 28 July 2022 during daytime hours (around 12:30pm). 

The weather was clear and traffic conditions were moderate. In-vehicle video recordings were taken 

for further analysis and for use in compiling photo montages of the driver’s perspective on the 

approaches to the site. 

The photo montages can be found in Appendix C. 

5.3 Review of Crash Data 

Crash data for the relevant section of the M2 was obtained from Transport for NSW in order to assess 

the crash history in proximity to the subject site. The most recent five years of crash data at the time 

of the data request was for 2016-2020. Crashes involving vehicles travelling in the direction of and in 

view of the sign were used for the assessment. The viewing area of the proposed digital sign is from 

approximately 380m west along the M2, though it would only be clearly visible to drivers within 200m 

as described in Section 2.1. As such, crash data was only considered for crashes within 200m on 

approach to the proposed sign location. 

As per Rule 287 (3) of the Australian Road Rules, crashes are only recorded if they are reported to 

the police and when one of the following occurs: 

▪ Any person is killed or injured 

▪ Drivers involved in the crash do not exchange particulars 

▪ When a vehicle involved in the crash is towed away. 

The crash data was provided in the following degree categories: 

▪ Fatal – a crash in which at least one person was killed 

▪ Serious injury – a crash involving at least one person identified in a police report and matched 

to a health record indicating a hospital stay due to injuries sustained in a crash, or is identified as 

an iCare (Lifetime Care) participant AND no one was killed in the crash 

▪ Moderate injury – a crash involving at least one person identified in a police report who is 

matched to a health record that indicates that they were treated at an emergency department but 

were not admitted for a hospital stay, or is matched to a CTP claim indicating a moderate or higher 

injury AND no one was killed or seriously injured 

▪ Minor/Other injury – a crash involving at least one person identified as an injury in a police report 

who is not matched to a health record that indicates the level of injury severity, or is matched to a 

minor injury CTP claim AND no one was killed, seriously injured or moderately injured 

▪ Non-casualty (towaway) – a crash in which no one was killed or injured but at least one motor 

vehicle was towed away. 
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The crash data was mapped using GIS software and is presented in Appendix D along with a detailed 

record list. The crash maps are presented in terms of degree and type (road user movement 

describing the first impact of the crash), with a degree summary provided in Table 5.1. 

Table 5.1: Crash Degree Summary on Approach to the Site (2016-2020) 

Year 

Crash Degree 

Total 
Fatal 

Serious 
Injury 

Moderate 
Injury 

Minor/Other 
Injury 

Non-casualty 
(towaway) 

2016 - 1 - - - 1 

2017 - - - - - - 

2018 - - - - - - 

2019 - - - - - - 

2020 - - - - - - 

Total - 1 - - - 1 

As shown in the above table, only one crash was reported between January 2016 and December 

2020. It occurred in October 2016 in daylight and dry road surface conditions, approximately 165m 

before the sign (with a moderate, but not clear view of it). The crash was classified as ‘lane change 

right’ and resulted in serious injury. 

The site is inherently safe, with practically no driving distractions and an exceptionally low cognitive 

load imposed on drivers. Furthermore, the results are consistent with the outbound direction that has 

had a digital sign in-place for many years, without incident. 

5.4 Approach Sightline Assessments 

5.4.1 Description of Approach 

The eastbound approach in proximity to the proposed sign is described in Table 5.2. 

Table 5.2: Approach Attributes – M2 eastbound 

Attribute Details 

Posted speed limit 100km/h 

Decision points within view of the site 
Kerbside bus lane merge into lane 1 approximately 165m before the 
proposed sign (although buses were observed to merge well before 
this location and beyond the visual view range of the sign). 

Approach arrangement 
3 lanes; the bus lane and lane 1 form 1 lane approximately 165m 
before the proposed sign, becoming 2 uninterrupted lanes 
approaching the proposed sign (lanes 1 and 2) 

Sight length 

From approximately 380m west of the proposed sign, although the 
sign could only realistically be recognised from about 200m away. 
At this distance, the sign would appear at the windscreen at a size 
of 6cm wide x 1.6cm high 

Minimum duration of visibility 15s at free-flow speed 
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5.4.1 Driver Sightline Assessment 

Process 

In-vehicle observations were undertaken to assess the subject site considering key decision points 

and the influence on or from traffic control devices. An assessment of still images taken from the 

driver’s perspective with a windscreen-mounted camera is presented in the following section. It should 

be noted that the assessment was undertaken based on a standard passenger car and as such a 

driver’s eye height may vary for larger and smaller vehicles. 

The premise of the assessment is to ensure that the proposed location of the digital sign maintains a 

driver’s sightline to traffic control devices and is not located as such that it may be confused with or 

confuse the interpretation of these traffic control devices. 

The driver’s cognitive load specific to the driving environment on approach to the proposed sign has 

also been considered. Typically, locations where digital signs could have a greater influence crash 

risk are locations where rapid, complex, multi-factor decision making is required. 

General Out-of-Vehicle Distraction Considerations 

There is literally nothing to look at outside of the vehicle on the M2 eastbound on approach to the 

Ixion Street overpass, apart from the road ahead. As shown in Figure 5.1, noise barriers (and to some 

extent, the median barrier) obscures the driver’s view to any objects or movement outside of the 

roadway and the driver’s eyeline is ‘funnelled’ straight ahead. This is not a congested road section 

and there is no stop-start risk due to recurring congestion. In terms of out-of-vehicle events and 

associated cognitive load, it is practically zero. 

 
Source: Google Street View (February 2022) 

Figure 5.1: M2 eastbound approach to the Ixion Street overpass 

From a Bus Driver’s Perspective 

The kerbside lane is a poorly marked bus lane. Its merge into the first traffic lane commences 165m 

(or 6 seconds) before the bridge. Theoretically, there is therefore the potential for bus merging 

movements within the visual range of the proposed digital sign. 

However, the bus lane in this location is only 2.85m wide. From site observations, this deters buses 

from using the bus lane it all the way to the merge point. It was observed that buses move into the 

first traffic lane soon after they depart the last stop before the merge which is at Gooden Reserve, 

located 520m away as shown in Figure 5.2. Inbound of this location, the bus lane would be expected 

to have a very low utilisation by buses because it is narrow and because there is no need for buses 

to use it due to generally free-flowing motorway conditions. 
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Figure 5.2: Bus observed merging after the Gooden Reserve stop, not at the merge point 

Even if a bus driver chose to use the narrow bus lane all the way up to the merge point (165m from 

the proposed sign), there is no risk that a professional driver would fail to look in their right side mirror 

for a gap in traffic because they were so distracted by a digital sign ahead and would merge into traffic 

without even looking. There is a small risk that they would glance at the sign content when driving 

straight ahead towards it but would unquestionably then look into their side mirror before moving their 

steering wheel towards the right to merge.  

From a Car Driver’s Perspective 

A digital sign in the proposed location will not obstruct sightlines to, or influence the messaging of, 

any traffic control devices or signs. Despite the 100km/h speed limit, the approach to the sign does 

not require any rapid, complex decision making by drivers. There are no on-ramps or off-ramps, no 

directional signs and no view lines to anything other than the roadway ahead.  

Even if a car driver was glancing towards the digital sign, and a bus merged in front of them, there is 

absolutely no way that they would not see the bus come into their field of view, as evidenced in Figure 

5.3. In fact, the bus’s blinking indicator would also be clearly visible and clearly recognisable at exactly 

the same time as a glance to the digital sign in the same direct sightline. 

 
1Distance measured in Google Earth Pro. / 2Bus size and sign location are indicative, not to scale and for illustration purposes only. 

Figure 5.3: Bus merging from the M2 eastbound bus lane into lane 1 before the sign 
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The views of a car driver towards the proposed digital sign, without a bus present are shown in Figure 

5.4. This figure re-affirms that a driver would be fixated on the road ahead because there is nothing 

else to look at, including potential glances to the advertising sign which are in exactly the same field 

of view as vehicles ahead and they will instantly recognise brake lights or indicators (colour changes) 

and vehicle lane changes (movement) because they are all within the inner range of view (within 30 

degrees of the focal point). 

 
1Distances measured in Nearmap. 
2Sign location is indicative, not to scale and for illustration purposes only. 

Figure 5.4: In-vehicle viewing range and views along the M2 eastbound 
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5.5 Compliance Assessment 

5.5.1 Industry and Employment SEPP Schedule 5 

The assessment against Industry and Employment SEPP Schedule 5 is provided in Table 5.3. Whilst 

the criteria are quite generic, the basis for the responses to each criterion is provided next to them. 

Table 5.3: Assessment against Industry and Employment SEPP Schedule 5 

Section Criteria Response 

8. Safety 

Would the proposal reduce the safety 
for any public road? 

No – The proposal would not reduce the safety to the 
public road because there are no crash-related risks 
apparent in the crash data. 

Would the proposal reduce the safety 
for pedestrians or bicyclists? 

No – While cyclists are allowed on the M2, it is a high-
difficulty environment, meaning few cyclists would use it 
and the shoulder is 3m wide. In any event, the change in 
cyclist safety risk associated with a digital sign installation 
is considered to be negligible. 

Would the proposal reduce the safety 
for pedestrians, particularly children, by 
obscuring sightlines from public areas? 

No – No sightlines for pedestrians and children are 
obscured by the proposal as no pedestrians are allowed 
on the M2. 

5.5.2 Transport for NSW Advertising Sign Safety Assessment Matrix 

Table 5.4 details the assessment against the Transport for NSW Advertising Sign Safety Assessment 

Matrix. 

Table 5.4: Assessment against the Transport for NSW Advertising Sign Assessment Matrix 

Consideration Response Risk Rating Risk Level 

A. It obscures a view of an 
object/vehicle/pedestrian that 
creates a hazard 

The proposed sign will be located above all 
surrounding objects/vehicles etc. 

1 Low 

B. Sign positioning relative to 
travel direction 

The proposed sign will be positioned over the travel 
lanes on the M2 pedestrian bridge near Ixion Street 
and would be in the ordinary field of view. It will be 
visually prominent eastbound. 

1 Low 

C. It distracts a driver at a 
critical time 

The proposed sign will be located approximately 
165m (or 6 seconds) before the bus lane-lane 1 
merge, but this is beyond any potential distraction 
range of the digital sign. 

1 Low 

D. It interferes with the 
effectiveness and safety of a 
traffic control device (e.g. 
traffic signs, traffic signals or 
other traffic control devices) 

The proposed sign is unlikely to noticeably obstruct 
or interfere with any traffic control devices. 

1 Low 

E. Sign clutter 
No other advertising sign is visible when a driver is 
in view of the subject site. 

1 Low 
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5.5.3 Transport Corridor Outdoor Advertising and Signage Guidelines Table 3 

Table 5.5 details the assessment against the digital sign criteria in Table 3 of the Signage Guidelines. 

Table 5.5: Assessment against the Signage Guidelines Digital Sign Criteria 

Criteria Response 

a. Each advertisement must be displayed in a completely 
static manner, without any motion, for the approved 
dwell time as per criterion (d) below. 

Conditions can be imposed by the consent 
authority to ensure that the sign is completely 
static for the specified dwell time. 

b. Message sequencing designed to make a driver 
anticipate the next message is prohibited across 
images presented on a single sign and across a series 
of signs. 

Conditions can be imposed by the consent 
authority to ensure there is no message 
sequencing that creates driver anticipation for 
the next message on the proposed sign or with 
any other signs. 

c. The image must not be capable of being mistaken: 

i. for a prescribed traffic control device because it 
has, for example, red, amber or green circles, 
octagons, crosses or triangles or shapes or 
patterns that may result in the advertisement 
being mistaken for a prescribed traffic control 
device 

ii. as text providing driving instructions to drivers. 

Conditions can be imposed by the consent 
authority to ensure that sign content, design, 
imagery and messages neither replicate nor can 
be mistaken for a prescribed traffic control 
device or instruction to drivers. 

For example, advertisements must not instruct 
drivers to perform an action such as ‘Stop’. 

d. Dwell times for image display must not be less than: 

i. 10 seconds for areas where the speed limit is 
below 80km/h 

ii. 25 seconds for areas where the speed limit is 
80km/h and over. 

The minimum allowed dwell time is 25 seconds 
based on the posted speed limit of 100km/h. 
Conditions can be imposed by the consent 
authority to ensure this minimum dwell time. 

e. The transition time between messages must be no 
longer than 0.1 seconds, and in the event of image 
failure, the default image must be a black screen. 

Conditions can be imposed by the consent 
authority to ensure that the sign has a transition 
time of no more than 0.1 seconds and a black 
screen in the event of image failure. 

f. Luminance levels must comply with the requirements 
in Section 3 below. 

This area is Zone 3 as categorised in Section 3.3 
of the Signage Guidelines. Acceptable 
luminance levels for this zone as specified in 
Table 6 of the Signage Guidelines are: no limit 
(full sun on face of signage), 6000cd/m2 
(daytime), 700cd/m2 (twilight and inclement 
weather) and 350cd/m2 (night-time). Conditions 
can be imposed by the consent authority 
specifying maximum allowable luminance levels. 

g. The images displayed on the sign must not otherwise 
unreasonably dazzle or distract drivers without 
limitation to their colouring or contain flickering or 
flashing content. 

Conditions can be imposed by the consent 
authority to ensure that the sign’s images comply 
with requirements to not contain flickering or 
flashing content. 

h. The amount of text and information supplied on a sign 
should be kept to a minimum (e.g. no more than a 
driver can read at a short glance). 

Conditions can be imposed by the consent 
authority to ensure that minimal text and 
information is supplied on a sign no more than a 
driver can read at a short glance. 

i. Any sign that is within 250m of a classified road and is 
visible from a school zone must be switched to a fixed 
display during school zone hours. 

N/A – The sign is not visible from a school zone. 
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Criteria Response 

j. Each sign proposal must be assessed on a case-by-
case basis including replacement of an existing fixed, 
scrolling or tri-vision sign with a digital sign, and in the 
instance of a sign being visible from each direction, 
both directions for each location must be assessed on 
their own merits. 

All relevant traffic directions have been assessed 
on their own merits. 

k. At any time, including where the speed limit in the 
area of the sign is changed, if detrimental effect is 
identified on road safety post installation of a digital 
sign, RMS reserves the right to re-assess the site 
using an independent RMS-accredited road safety 
auditor. Any safety issues identified by the auditor and 
options for rectifying the issues are to be discussed 
between RMS and the sign owner and operator. 

Noted. 

l. Sign spacing should limit drivers’ view to a single sign 
at any given time with a distance of no less than 150m 
between signs in any one corridor. Exemptions for low 
speed, high pedestrian zones or CBD zones will be 
assessed by RMS as part of their concurrence role. 

No other sign is visible less than 150m. 

m. Signs greater than or equal to 20sqm must obtain 
RMS concurrence and must ensure the following 
minimum vertical clearances; 

i. 2.5m from lowest point of the sign above the road 
surface if located outside the clear zone 

ii. 5.5m from lowest point of the sign above the road 
surface if located within the clear zone (including 
shoulders and traffic lanes) or the deflection zone 
of a safety barrier if a safety barrier is installed. If 
attached to road infrastructure (such as an 
overpass), the sign must be located so that no 
portion of the advertising sign is lower than the 
minimum vertical clearance under the overpass or 
supporting structure at the corresponding location. 

Under Section 4.13(2) of the Environmental 
Planning and Assessment Act 1979, 
development to be determined by the Minister 
does not require TfNSW concurrence. Instead, 
the Minister is only required to consult with 
TfNSW. 

n. An electronic log of a sign’s operational activity must 
be maintained by the operator for the duration of the 
development consent and be available to the consent 
authority and/or RMS to allow a review of the sign’s 
activity in case of a complaint. 

Conditions can be imposed by the consent 
authority to ensure that an electronic log is kept 
for the duration of the consent and be available 
to the consent authority and/or TfNSW for review 
in case of a complaint. 

o. A road safety check which focuses on the effects of 
the placement and operation of all signs over 20sqm 
must be carried out in accordance with Part 3 of the 
RMS Guidelines for Road Safety Audit Practices after 
a 12 month period of operation but within 18 months 
of the signs installation. The road safety check must 
be carried out by an independent RMS-accredited 
road safety auditor who did not contribute to the 
original application documentation. A copy of the 
report is to be provided to RMS and any safety 
concerns identified by the auditor relating to the 
operation or installation of the sign must be rectified 
by the applicant. In cases where the applicant is the 
RMS, the report is to be provided to the Department of 
Planning and Environment as well. 

Conditions can be imposed by the consent 
authority for a road safety check to be carried 
out after 12 months but within 18 months of the 
sign’s installation. 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
The key conclusions from the traffic safety assessment to enable the installation of a digital LED 

advertising sign on the Ixion Street eastbound pedestrian bridge of the M2 Hills Motorway (M2) in 

Baulkham Hills are summarised as follows: 

▪ There is currently no advertising sign at the site where the digital sign is proposed 

▪ The proposed sign will not obstruct or interfere with the view of or restrict sight distances to any 

intersections, traffic control devices, vehicles or cyclists given its location above the road. There 

are no directions signs, no intersections, no traffic control devices and no views outside of the 

forward roadway because they are obscured by the noise barriers 

▪ The proposed sign will not reduce the safety of any traffic or cyclist movements given its location. 

It will be located within a driver’s ordinary field of view when approaching from the west and a 

glance to the sign will permit co-incident recognition of vehicle and cyclist movements in the 

forward view in a straight, flat road section with no on-ramps or off-ramps in this zone. There is 

no rapid multi-factor decision making required 

▪ The proposed sign is in the ordinary field of view of a driver, and therefore would not distract a 

driver’s view from the forward roadway where driving-critical events could simultaneously be 

recognised in the extremely unlikely event that they occur 

▪ Before installation versus after installation crash data has been reviewed at nine existing digital 

signs on the M2 and has revealed that: 

- The M2 as inherently low crash rates despite its high traffic volumes and speeds, most likely a result of 
its excellent sight lines and controlled environment 

- There was no increases in crash rates at the nine signs post-installation suggesting no nexus between 
their introduction and crash likelihood, which is consistent with many other research studies in similar 
highway and motorway environments elsewhere 

- The Ixion Street Bridge over the M2 includes has had a digital sign operating in the outbound direction 
for many years, without a single crash on approach to it. 

▪ A review of available five years of crash data within 200m of the site (the distance at which 

advertisements could be clearly recognised) showed an exceptionally low crash rate. 

Furthermore, the data does not identify an unusually high or inherently high crash risk on approach 

to the site that would not deem the proposed location unsuitable 

▪ The proposed sign complies with the requirements of the Industry and Employment SEPP and 

Transport for NSW Advertising Sign Safety Assessment Matrix in terms of obscurity, positioning 

and sign clutter 

▪ In relation to bus movements: 

- The kerbside bus lane merge into lane 1 occurs when the digital sign is still relatively small in the field of 
view and beyond any potential distraction range of it 

- Bus drivers are avoiding using the narrow bus lane on approach to the merge and opt to merge earlier 
after the Gooden Reserve stop where the lane is wider. 

▪ The proposed digital sign should be conditioned to comply with the requirements of the Signage 

Guidelines in terms of display and operational requirements, including: 

- Message displays remaining static 

- Sequencing of displays or messaging 

- Images not being mistaken for a traffic control device 

- Minimum dwell time 

- Transition of displays 

- Luminance levels 

- The use of flickering, flashing or moving content 
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- Quantity/size of text used on message displays 

- A re-assessment of the digital sign should any detrimental effects on road safety be identified post-
installation 

- Maintaining a log of the sign’s activity 

- A road safety check after 12 months but within 18 months of the sign’s installation. 

In summary, relatively, this is one of the lowest risk locations that a digital sign could be 

located in and there is absolutely no reason why this digital sign should not be approved as 

proposed. 
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M2 overpass Crash ID Degree of crash - detailed RUM - code RUM - description Year of crash Month of crash Day of week of crash Time of crash Surface condition Weather Natural lighting Street of crash Street type Distance Direction Identifying feature Identifying feature type Town Type of location Latitude Longitude Speeding involved in crash Fatigue involved in crash Key Traffic Unit direction of travel

Barclay Road eastbound 810488 Non-casualty (towaway) 30 Rear end 2012 September Thursday 0920 Dry Fine Daylight M2 HILLS EXP 50 South BARCLAY ROAD OP NORTH ROCKS Dual freeway -33.764669 151.013863 No or unknown No or unknown North

Barclay Road eastbound 1146509 Moderate Injury 71 Off rd left => obj 2017 August Tuesday 1620 Dry Fine Daylight M2 HILLS EXP 0 Right on the spot BARCLAY ROAD OP NORTH ROCKS Dual freeway -33.764446 151.014328 No or unknown No or unknown East

Barclay Road eastbound 1147385 Non-casualty (towaway) 73 Off rd rght => obj 2017 August Monday 1355 Dry Fine Daylight M2 HILLS EXP 150 West BARCLAY ROAD OP NORTH ROCKS Dual freeway -33.765103 151.012912 No or unknown No or unknown East

Barclay Road eastbound 1160711 Minor/Other Injury 35 Lane change left 2017 December Wednesday 1910 Dry Overcast Daylight M2 HILLS EXP 200 West BARCLAY ROAD OP NORTH ROCKS Dual freeway -33.765300 151.012425 No or unknown No or unknown East

Barclay Road eastbound 1176863 Moderate Injury 73 Off rd rght => obj 2018 July Friday 2245 Dry Fine Darkness M2 HILLS EXP 150 West BARCLAY ROAD OP NORTH ROCKS Dual freeway -33.765103 151.012912 No or unknown No or unknown West

Barclay Road eastbound 1193898 Non-casualty (towaway) 30 Rear end 2019 February Friday 1815 Dry Fine Daylight M2 HILLS EXP 1500 East WINDSOR ROAD OP NORTH ROCKS Dual freeway -33.764580 151.014047 No or unknown No or unknown East

Barclay Road eastbound 1210486 Minor/Other Injury 35 Lane change left 2019 July Wednesday 0910 Dry Fine Daylight M2 HILLS EXP 20 West BARCLAY ROAD OP NORTH ROCKS Dual freeway -33.764536 151.014141 No or unknown No or unknown East

Barclay Road westbound 1084581 Moderate Injury 33 Lane sideswipe 2015 July Monday 0630 Wet Raining Daylight M2 HILLS EXP 100 East BARCLAY ROAD OP NORTH ROCKS Dual freeway -33.764143 151.015509 No or unknown No or unknown West

Barclay Road westbound 1157648 Non-casualty (towaway) 81 Off left/rt bnd=>obj 2017 December Sunday 2210 Dry Fine Darkness M2 HILLS EXP 200 East BARCLAY ROAD OP NORTH ROCKS Dual freeway -33.763697 151.016448 Yes Yes West

Barclay Road westbound 1165698 Moderate Injury 33 Lane sideswipe 2018 February Tuesday 1800 Dry Fine Daylight M2 HILLS EXP 0 Right on the spot BARCLAYS ROAD OP NORTH ROCKS Dual freeway -33.764592 151.014572 No or unknown No or unknown West

Barclay Road westbound 1168313 Minor/Other Injury 30 Rear end 2017 October Thursday 1930 Dry Fine Darkness M2 HILLS EXP 1200 East WINDSOR ROAD TO NORTH ROCKS Dual freeway -33.763685 151.016473 No or unknown No or unknown West

Barclay Road westbound 1242467 Non-casualty (towaway) 39 Other same direction 2020 September Friday 1610 Dry Fine Daylight M2 HILLS EXP 50 East BARCLAY ROAD OP NORTH ROCKS Dual freeway -33.764373 151.015087 No or unknown No or unknown West

Delhi Road northbound 786444 Non-casualty (towaway) 30 Rear end 2012 February Tuesday 1625 Dry Overcast Daylight M2 HILLS EXP 50 South DEHLI ROAD OP NORTH RYDE Dual freeway -33.794464 151.136138 No or unknown No or unknown North

Delhi Road northbound 1017260 Non-casualty (towaway) 71 Off rd left => obj 2014 March Sunday 1230 Wet Raining Daylight M2 HILLS EXP 0 Right on the spot DELHI ROAD OP NORTH RYDE Dual freeway -33.794024 151.136002 No or unknown No or unknown North

Delhi Road northbound 1155986 Minor/Other Injury 30 Rear end 2017 September Friday 1500 Dry Fine Daylight M2 HILLS EXP 100 North EPPING ROAD OP NORTH RYDE Dual freeway -33.795401 151.136532 No or unknown No or unknown North

Delhi Road southbound 1000609 Non-casualty (towaway) 71 Off rd left => obj 2013 December Thursday 0800 Dry Fine Daylight M2 HILLS EXP 0 Right on the spot DELHI ROAD OP MACQUARIE PARK Dual freeway -33.793898 151.136065 No or unknown No or unknown South

Delhi Road southbound 1054881 Minor/Other Injury 30 Rear end 2014 October Tuesday 0710 Dry Overcast Daylight M2 HILLS EXP 0 Right on the spot DELHI ROAD OP MACQUARIE PARK Dual freeway -33.793890 151.136065 No or unknown No or unknown East

Delhi Road southbound 1104583 Serious Injury 30 Rear end 2016 March Friday 0735 Dry Fine Daylight M2 HILLS EXP 100 North DELHI ROAD OP MACQUARIE PARK Dual freeway -33.792986 151.135894 No or unknown No or unknown South

Delhi Road southbound 1115345 Moderate Injury 30 Rear end 2016 September Thursday 1300 Dry Fine Daylight M2 HILLS EXP 200 North DELHI RD MACQUARIE PARK Other -33.792203 151.135994 No or unknown No or unknown South

Delhi Road southbound 1184091 Moderate Injury 30 Rear end 2018 September Tuesday 0707 Dry Fine Daylight M2 HILLS EXP 0 Right on the spot DELHI ROAD OP NORTH RYDE Dual freeway -33.793955 151.136080 No or unknown No or unknown South

Delhi Road southbound 1193205 Serious Injury 30 Rear end 2019 January Friday 0830 Dry Fine Daylight M2 HILLS EXP 50 North DELHI ROAD OP MACQUARIE PARK Dual freeway -33.793453 151.135970 No or unknown No or unknown South

Delhi Road southbound 1203608 Serious Injury 40 U turn 2019 April Saturday 2139 Dry Fine Darkness M2 HILLS EXP 50 North DELHI RD MACQUARIE PARK Other -33.793515 151.136185 No or unknown No or unknown North

Delhi Road southbound 1236707 Non-casualty (towaway) 30 Rear end 2020 July Saturday 1700 Dry Overcast Dusk M2 HILLS EXP 3000 East CHRISTIE ROAD OP MACQUARIE PARK Dual freeway -33.793415 151.135962 No or unknown No or unknown East

Delhi Road southbound 1274709 Non-casualty (towaway) 30 Rear end 2021 October Thursday 0655 Dry Fine Daylight M2 HILLS EXP 20 North DELHI ROAD OP MACQUARIE PARK Dual freeway -33.793712 151.136022 No or unknown No or unknown South

Lane Cove Road westbound 1148232 Serious Injury 85 Off rt/lft bnd=>obj 2017 August Sunday 1950 Wet Raining Darkness M2 HILLS EXP 200 South LANE COVE ROAD TO MACQUARIE PARK Other -33.782255 151.133216 Yes No or unknown North

Lane Cove Road westbound 1177733 Non-casualty (towaway) 85 Off rt/lft bnd=>obj 2018 August Monday 1850 Wet Raining Darkness M2 HILLS EXP 220 East LANE COVE RD MACQUARIE PARK Other -33.782060 151.133184 Yes No or unknown East

Langdon Road eastbound 1035784 Minor/Other Injury 30 Rear end 2014 August Thursday 0700 Dry Fine Daylight M2 HILLS EXP 200 East ABBOTT ROAD TO BAULKHAM HILLS Dual freeway -33.770399 150.967538 No or unknown No or unknown East

Langdon Road eastbound 1106157 Minor/Other Injury 30 Rear end 2016 June Tuesday 0720 Dry Fine Daylight M2 HILLS EXP 10 West LANGDON ROAD OP BAULKHAM HILLS Dual freeway -33.770936 150.968262 No or unknown No or unknown East

Langdon Road eastbound 1204683 Moderate Injury 30 Rear end 2019 April Monday 1350 Dry Fine Daylight M2 HILLS EXP 100 West LANGDON ROAD OP BAULKHAM HILLS Dual freeway -33.770365 150.967497 No or unknown No or unknown East

Langdon Road eastbound 1211985 Minor/Other Injury 30 Rear end 2019 August Thursday 0815 Dry Fine Daylight M2 HILLS EXP 0 Right on the spot LANGDON ROAD OP BAULKHAM HILLS Dual freeway -33.770964 150.968305 No or unknown No or unknown East

Murray Farm Road westbound 808031 Non-casualty (towaway) 71 Off rd left => obj 2012 August Friday 1730 Dry Fine Dusk M2 HILLS EXP 0 Right on the spot MURRAY FARM RO OP BEECROFT Dual freeway -33.758983 151.065997 No or unknown No or unknown North

Murray Farm Road westbound 1137101 Serious Injury 34 Lane change right 2017 May Friday 1620 Dry Overcast Daylight M2 HILLS EXP 100 East MURRAY FARM ROAD OP CHELTENHAM Dual freeway -33.759547 151.066776 No or unknown No or unknown West

Pennant Hills Road eastbound 795168 Non-casualty (towaway) 30 Rear end 2012 May Sunday 2130 Dry Fine Darkness M2 HILLS EXP 120 West CUMBERLAND HIG OP WEST PENNANT H Dual freeway -33.758767 151.047578 No or unknown No or unknown East

Pennant Hills Road eastbound 813039 Minor/Other Injury 30 Rear end 2012 September Tuesday 0715 Dry Fine Daylight M2 HILLS EXP 30 West CUMBERLAND HWY CARLINGFORD Dual freeway -33.758668 151.048596 No or unknown No or unknown East

Pennant Hills Road eastbound 813122 Non-casualty (towaway) 30 Rear end 2012 August Thursday 0930 Dry Fine Daylight M2 HILLS EXP 150 West CUMBERLAND HIG OP WEST PENNANT H Dual freeway -33.758792 151.047310 No or unknown No or unknown East

Pennant Hills Road eastbound 837753 Non-casualty (towaway) 30 Rear end 2013 May Friday 0725 Dry Fine Daylight M2 HILLS EXP 0 Right on the spot CUMBERLAND HIG OP WEST PENNANT H Dual freeway -33.758633 151.048921 No or unknown No or unknown East

Pennant Hills Road eastbound 843910 Non-casualty (towaway) 30 Rear end 2013 July Wednesday 0800 Dry Fine Daylight M2 HILLS EXP 50 West CUMBERLAND HIG OP WEST PENNANT H Dual freeway -33.758690 151.048374 No or unknown No or unknown East

Pennant Hills Road eastbound 854281 Non-casualty (towaway) 30 Rear end 2013 October Friday 0610 Dry Overcast Daylight M2 HILLS EXP 100 West CUMBERLAND HIGHWAY OP WEST PENNANT HILLS Dual freeway -33.758741 151.047849 No or unknown No or unknown East

Pennant Hills Road eastbound 856102 Moderate Injury 85 Off rt/lft bnd=>obj 2013 October Tuesday 0945 Dry Fine Daylight M2 HILLS EXP 30 West CUMBERLAND HWY CARLINGFORD Dual freeway -33.758672 151.048549 No or unknown No or unknown West

Pennant Hills Road eastbound 1065354 Non-casualty (towaway) 79 Other straight 2015 March Friday 2200 Dry Fine Darkness M2 HILLS EXP 0 Right on the spot CUMBERLAND HIGHWAY OP CARLINGFORD Dual freeway -33.758646 151.048797 No or unknown No or unknown East

Pennant Hills Road eastbound 1073215 Serious Injury 30 Rear end 2015 June Monday 0620 Dry Fine Daylight M2 HILLS EXP 0 Right on the spot CUMBERLAND HIGHWAY OP CARLINGFORD Dual freeway -33.758607 151.049138 No or unknown No or unknown East

Pennant Hills Road eastbound 1086729 Non-casualty (towaway) 30 Rear end 2015 November Monday 1730 Dry Fine Dusk M2 HILLS EXP 0 Right on the spot CUMBERLAND HIGHWAY OP CARLINGFORD Dual freeway -33.758633 151.048917 No or unknown No or unknown East

Pennant Hills Road eastbound 1139188 Non-casualty (towaway) 33 Lane sideswipe 2017 April Saturday 0545 Dry Overcast Dawn M2 HILLS EXP 50 West CUMBERLAND HIGHWAY TO WEST PENNANT HILLS Other -33.758461 151.048582 No or unknown No or unknown East

Pennant Hills Road eastbound 1189237 Non-casualty (towaway) 30 Rear end 2018 December Thursday 1840 Wet Raining Daylight M2 HILLS EXP 0 Right on the spot CUMBERLAND HIGHWAY OP CARLINGFORD Dual freeway -33.758633 151.048921 No or unknown No or unknown East
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1. M2 Hills Motorway eastbound approach – Lane 1 (Day)
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2. M2 Hills Motorway eastbound approach – Lane 2 (Day)
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1126502 Serious Injury 34 Lane change right 2016 October Saturday 1015 Dry Fine Daylight M2 HILLS EXP 2000 West WINDSOR ROAD OP BAULKHAM HILLS Dual freeway -33.772419 150.977348 No or unknown No or unknown East
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1. INTRODUCTION

Electrolight have been appointed by Digital Place Solutions to undertake a Lighting Impact Assessment 
on the proposed digital signage to be installed on the Ixion St pedestrian bridge above M2 Motorway 
in Winston Hills, NSW (Inbound). The objective of the assessment is to report on compliance with the 
State Environmental Planning Policy (Industry and Employment) 2021, NSW Transport Corridor Outdoor 
Advertising and Signage Guidelines, and AS4282-2019 Control of the Obtrusive Effects of Outdoor 
Lighting. 

2.  DEFINITIONS

 2.1 Illuminance

The physical measure of illumination is illuminance. It is the luminous fl ux arriving at a surface divided by 
the area of the illuminated surface. Unit: lux (lx); 1 lx = 1 lm/m2.

(a) Horizontal illuminance (Eh) The value of illuminance on a designated horizontal plane 

(b) Vertical illuminance (Ev) The value of illuminance on a designated vertical plane 

Where the vertical illuminance is considered in the situation of potentially obtrusive light at a property 
boundary it is referred to as environmental vertical illuminance (Eve).

 2.2 Luminance

The physical quantity corresponding to the brightness of a surface (e.g. a lamp, luminaire or refl ecting 
material such as the road surface) when viewed from a specifi ed direction. SI Unit: candela per square 
metre (cd/m2) – also referred to as “nits”.

 2.3 Luminous Intensity

The concentration of luminous fl ux emitted in a specifi ed direction. Unit: candela (cd).

 2.4 Obtrusive Light

Spill Light which, because of quantitative, directional or spectral attributes in a given context, gives rise to 
annoyance, discomfort, distraction or a reduction in the ability to see essential information.

 2.5 Threshold Increment

The measure of disability glare expressed as the percentage increase in contrast required between a 
standard object and its background (the carriageway) for it to be seen equally as well with the source of 
glare present as with it absent, derived in the specifi ed manner. This metric is directly related to Veiling 
Luminance.

NOTE: The required value is a maximum for compliance of the lighting scheme.

 2.6 AGI32 Light Simulation Software

AGI32 (by U.S. company Lighting Analysts) is an industry standard lighting simulation software package 
that can accurately model and predict the amount of light reaching a designated surface or workplane.  
AGi32 is a has been independently tested against the International Commission On Illumination (CIE) 
benchmark, CIE 171:2006, Test Cases to Assess the Accuracy of Lighting Computer Programs. 

2.7 Upward Light Ratio (ULR)

The ratio between the luminuous fl ux emitted above the horizontal plane to the total fl ux emitted by a 
light source. The ULR is used as a measure to limit direct spill light to the sky.
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3.  SITE DESCRIPTION AND SCOPE

The proposed digital signage is located on the Ixion St pedestrian bridge above M2 Motorway in Winston 
Hills, NSW. The signage is oriented towards the inbound direction of traffi c on the M2 Motorway. The 
total active display (illuminated) area of the proposed digital signage is 39.94 m2. The digital signage is to 
be in 24 hour operation. Refer to Appendix A for proposed signage location plan and elevations.

The proposed digital signage is illuminated using LEDs installed within the front face. The brightness of 
the LEDs shall be controlled to provide upper and lower thresholds as required as well as automatically 
via a local light sensor to adjust to ambient lighting conditions. 

For the purpose of this report the proposed manufacturer of the digital signage is noted as Daktronics 
model type DVX-2200N-10MN-8000-WJ with performance parameters as outlined in Appendix B. The 
signage includes baffl es which mitigate upward waste light, resulting in an Upward Light Ratio (ULR) of 
less than 50%. Alternative digital sign manufacturers may be used for this installation as long as they 
have equivalent lighting and performance characteristics and are commissioned as described in this 
report.

4.  DESIGN GUIDELINES AND STANDARDS 

The Lighting Impact Assessment will review the proposed digital signage against the following Criteria, 
Design Guidelines and Standards.

• State Environmental Planning Policy (Industry and Employment) 2021 (Refer Appendix C)

• Transport Corridor Outdoor Advertising & Signage Guidelines 2017

• AS 4282-2019 Control of the Obtrusive Effects of Outdoor Lighting
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5.  LUMINANCE ASSESSMENT  

The maximum permissible night time luminance of the signage is determined by the existing lighting 
environment of its surroundings. AS4282 outlines maximum average luminances for different 
Environmental Zones as shown in Table 1 below:

TABLE 1 - MAXIMUM NIGHT TIME AVERAGE LUMINANCE FOR SIGNAGE

Environmental 
Zone

Description
Max Average Luminance 

(cd/m2)

A4
High district brightness e.g. Town and city centres, commercial 
areas, and residential areas abutting commercial areas

350

A3
Medium district brightness e.g. suburban areas in towns and 
cities

250

A2
Low district brightness e.g. sparsely inhabited rural and semi-
rural areas

150

A1 Dark e.g. relatively uninhabited rural areas. No Road Lighting 0.1

A0
Intrinsically Dark e.g. Major Optical Observatories. No Road 
Lighting

0.1

Note: Where the signage is viewed against a predominantly dark background (e.g. night sky) then the maximum applicable 
environmental zone is A2

Based on an assessment of the surrounding environment, the proposed digital signage is located within 
Environmental Zone A3 under AS4282, therefore the maximum night time luminance is 250 cd/m2.

AS4282 does not include limits for daytime operation of illuminated signage. However, the Transport 
Corridor Outdoor Advertising & Signage Guidelines outlines maximum permissible luminance limits for 
various lighting conditions, including daytime. Under the Guidelines, the proposed signage is classifi ed 
as being within Zone 4, which is described as an area with residential properties located nearby. The 
maximum night time luminance of a digital signage within Zone 4 is 200 cd/m2.

Table 2 outlines the maximum luminance levels to comply with AS4282 and the Transport Corridor 
Outdoor Advertising & Signage Guidelines for the various lighting conditions listed below:

TABLE 2 - LUMINANCE LEVELS FOR DIGITAL ADVERTISEMENTS 

Lighting Condition Max Permissible Luminance (cd/m2) # Compliant

Full Sun on face of Signage No Limit

Day Time Luminance (typical sunny day) 6000

Morning and Evening 

Twilight and Overcast Weather
500

Night Time 97*

# The signage is to be dimmed on site to ensure the maximum luminance nominated above is not exceeded.

* The maximum permissible luminance allowable under AS4282 and the Transport Corridor Outdoor Advertising & Signage Guidelines 
is actually 200 cd/m2. The lower luminance limit shown above is to ensure compliance with other criteria of AS4282 and any additional 
lighting requirements as described in this report.

The proposed digital signage has a maximum brightness (luminance) of 8000 cd/m2. The screen shall 
be commissioned on site to yield a maximum screen luminance of 8000 cd/m2 when full sun strikes the 
face of the sign (maximum brightness), 6000 cd/m2 during normal daytime operation, 500 cd/m2 during 
twilight and inclement weather and 100 cd/m2 during night time.

Page 5 of 16
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6.  AS4282 ASSESSMENT

The proposed signage has been assessed against AS 4282-2019 Control of the Obtrusive Effects of 
Outdoor Lighting as outlined in Section 4.

AS4282 provides limits for different obtrusive factors associated with dark hours (night time) operation of 
outdoor lighting systems. Two sets of limiting values for spill light are given based on whether the lighting 
is operating before a curfew (known as “pre-curfew” operation) or operating after a curfew (known as 
post-curfew or curfewed operation). Pre-curfew spill lighting limits are higher than post-curfew values, on 
the understanding that spill light is more obtrusive late at night when residents are trying to sleep. Under 
AS4282, the post-curfew period is taken to be between 11pm and 6am daily. As the signage operates all 
night, the signage will be assessed against the more stringent post-curfew limits.

Illuminance Assessment 

The AS4282 assessment includes a review of nearby residential dwellings and calculation of the amount 
of illuminance (measured in Lux) that the properties are likely to receive from the signage during night 
time operation.

The acceptable level of illuminance will in part be determined by the night time lighting environment around 
the dwellings. AS4282 categorises the night time environment into different zones with maximum lighting 
limits as shown in Table 3 below:

TABLE 3 - MAXIMUM VALUES OF LIGHT TECHNICAL PARAMETERS

Environmental 
Zone

Max Vertical Illuminance (lx)
Description

Pre-curfew Post-curfew

A0 0 0
Intrinsically Dark e.g. Major Optical Observatories. No Road 
Lighting

A1 2 0.1 Dark e.g. relatively uninhabited rural areas. No Road Lighting 

A2 5 1
Low district brightness e.g. sparsely inhabited rural and semi-
rural areas

A3 10 2
Medium district brightness e.g. suburban areas in towns and 
cities

A4 25 5
High district brightness e.g. Town and city centres, commercial 
areas, and residential areas abutting commercial areas

Based on an assessment of the surrounding areas, the nearest dwellings with potential views to the 
signage are at the following locations:

Address Zone Address Zone

164 Junction Rd A3 182 Junction Rd A3

166 Junction Rd A3 184 Junction Rd A3

168 Junction Rd A3 7 Leatherwood Ct A3

170 Junction Rd A3 13 Leatherwood Ct A3

172 Junction Rd A3 21 Leatherwood Ct A3

174 Junction Rd A3 23 Leatherwood Ct A3

176 Junction Rd A3

178 Junction Rd A3

180 Junction Rd A3

Page 6 of 16
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As such, the dwellings above will form the focus of the illuminance assessment. The proposed signage 
(and surrounding environment) was modelled in lighting calculation program AGI32 to determine the 
effect (if any) of the light spill from the signage. Photometric data for the screen was provided by the 
screen manufacturer*, with the maximum luminance corresponding to the night time limit outlined in 
Section 5. Appendix D shows the lighting model and the results of the calculations.

It should be noted that some of the houses are shielded by mature vegetation and/or barriers which 
effectively obstructs the spill light of the signage. However calculations were undertaken assuming that 
there were no barriers or vegetation present.

It can be seen from the lighting model that the maximum illuminance to dwellings in Zone A3 is 0.55lux 
at 164 Junction Rd and 166 Junction Rd. The illuminance level above complies with the maximum 
AS4282 limit of 2lux as outlined in Table 3.

Threshold Increment Assessment

The Threshold Increment was also calculated for the traffi c approaches on M2 Motorway (North-
Eastbound), Junction Rd (North-Eastbound) and Leatherwood Ct (North-Eastbound). The calculation 
grids were located at 1.5m above ground level for general traffi c approaches, with an approach viewing 
distance of between 10 m to 200 m from the sign. The calculation results show that the Threshold 
Increment does not exceed 19.62% for any traffi c approach (the allowable maximum under the standard 
is 20%). 

Luminous Intensity

The luminous intensity limits nominated in the standard are not applicable for internally illuminated 
signage.

Additional Requirements:

The signage operator must ensure that the average luminance difference between successive images 
does not exceed 30% to ensure compliance with AS4282. The dwell time shall be 10 seconds or greater.

Summary

It can therefore be seen that the proposed digital signage complies with all relevant requirements of 
AS4282-2019 Control of the Obtrusive Effects of Outdoor Lighting.

* Electrolight takes no responsibility for the accuracy of third party provided photometric data.
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7.  SUMMARY

• The proposed signage to be installed on the Ixion St pedestrian bridge above M2 Motorway in 
Winston Hills, NSW (Inbound), shall be commissioned on site to yield the following maximum 
luminances:

LUMINANCE LEVELS FOR DIGITAL ADVERTISEMENTS

Lighting Condition Max Permissible Luminance (cd/m2) Compliant

Full Sun on face of Signage No Limit

Day Time Luminance (typical sunny day) 6000

Morning and Evening 

Twilight and Overcast Weather
500

Night Time 97

• The signage operator must ensure that the average luminance difference between successive 
images does not exceed 30% to ensure compliance with AS4282. The dwell time shall be 10 
seconds or greater.

• The proposed signage has been found to comply with all relevant requirements of AS4282-
2019 Control of the Obtrusive Effects of Outdoor Lighting. 

• In complying with the above requirements, the proposed signage should not result in 
unacceptable glare nor should it adversely impact the safety of pedestrians, residents or 
vehicular traffi c. Additionally, the signage should not cause any reduction in visual amenity to 
nearby residences or accommodation. 
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8.  DESIGN CERTIFICATION
The proposed digital signage to be installed on the Ixion St pedestrian bridge above M2 Motorway in 
Winston Hills, NSW (Inbound), if commissioned according to this report, complies with the following 
criteria, guidelines and standards:

• State Environmental Planning Policy (Industry and Employment) 2021 (Refer Appendix C)

• Transport Corridor Outdoor Advertising & Signage Guidelines 2017

• AS 4282-2019 Control of the Obtrusive Effects of Outdoor Lighting

 

Ryan Shamier
Master Design Science (Illumination)

B. Elec Eng (Hons)

Member of the Illuminating Engineering Society of Australia and New Zealand (MIES)

Professional Engineer NSW PRE0000868

Senior Lighting Designer

Electrolight Sydney

24/10/22
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 APPENDIX B

DIGITAL SIGNAGE SPECIFICATION
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State Environmental Planning Policy (Industry and 
Employment) 2021

Schedule 5 Assessment criteria 

(Clauses 8, 13 and 17) 

1. Character of the area 
• Is the proposal compatible with the existing or desired future character of the area or locality 

in which it is proposed to be located? 

• Is the proposal consistent with a particular theme for outdoor advertising in the area or 
locality? 

2. Special areas 
• Does the proposal detract from the amenity or visual quality of any environmentally sensitive 

areas, heritage areas, natural or other conservation areas, open space areas, waterways, rural 
landscapes or residential areas? 

3. Views and vistas 
• Does the proposal obscure or compromise important views? 

• Does the proposal dominate the skyline and reduce the quality of vistas? 

• Does the proposal respect the viewing rights of other advertisers? 

• 

4. Streetscape, setting or landscape 
• Is the scale, proportion and form of the proposal appropriate for the streetscape, setting or 

landscape? 

• Does the proposal contribute to the visual interest of the streetscape, setting or landscape? 

• Does the proposal reduce clutter by rationalising and simplifying existing advertising? 

• Does the proposal screen unsightliness? 

• Does the proposal protrude above buildings, structures or tree canopies in the area or 
locality? 

• Does the proposal require ongoing vegetation management?

 APPENDIX C
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5. Site and building
• Is the proposal compatible with the scale, proportion and other characteristics of the site or 

building, or both, on which the proposed signage is to be located? 

• Does the proposal respect important features of the site or building, or both? 

• Does the proposal show innovation and imagination in its relationship to the site or building, or 
both? 

6. Associated devices and logos with advertisements and 
advertising structures

• 

7. Illumination
• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

8. Safety
• 

• 

• 
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APPENDIX D

OBTRUSIVE LIGHTING CALCULATIONS

n Summary

CalcType Units Max

Calculation Summary

Label CalcType Units Max

13 Leatherwood Ct_Ill_Seg1 Obtrusive - Ill Lux 0.33

164 Junction Rd_Ill_Seg1 Obtrusive - Ill Lux 0.55

166 Junction Rd_Ill_Seg1 Obtrusive - Ill Lux 0.55

168 Junction Rd_Ill_Seg1 Obtrusive - Ill Lux 0.47

170 Junction Rd_Ill_Seg1 Obtrusive - Ill Lux 0.31

172 Junction Rd_Ill_Seg1 Obtrusive - Ill Lux 0.21

174 Junction Rd_Ill_Seg1 Obtrusive - Ill Lux 0.15

176 Junction Rd_Ill_Seg1 Obtrusive - Ill Lux 0.10

178 Junction Rd_Ill_Seg1 Obtrusive - Ill Lux 0.07

180 Junction Rd_Ill_Seg1 Obtrusive - Ill Lux 0.06

182 Junction Rd_Ill_Seg1 Obtrusive - Ill Lux 0.04

184 Junction Rd_Ill_Seg1 Obtrusive - Ill Lux 0.03

21 Leatherwood Ct_Ill_Seg1 Obtrusive - Ill Lux 0.19

23 Leatherwood Ct_Ill_Seg1 Obtrusive - Ill Lux 0.25

23 Leatherwood Ct_Ill_Seg2 Obtrusive - Ill Lux 0.06

7 Leatherwood Ct_Ill_Seg1 Obtrusive - Ill Lux 0.49

M2 Motorway
M2 Motorway

Pedestrian bridge

Pedestrian bridge

Leatherwood Ct
Leatherwood Ct

Junction St
Junction St

Ixion St
Ixion St

Signage
Signage

Environmental Zone Legend:

A4

A3

A2

A1

A0

164164166166

168168170170172172
174174176176178178

180180

2323

2121

1313 77

182182184184
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APPENDIX D

THRESHOLD INCREMENT CALCULATIONS

.000.000.000.00
0.000.000.000.00

0.000.000.00
0.000.000.00

0.000.000.00
0.000.000.00

0.000.000.00
16.6818.0117.96

17.9017.8417.74
17.6017.4217.15

16.7416.0811.32
1.750.000.00

000.000.000.00
0.000.000.000.00

0.000.000.00
0.000.000.00

0.000.000.00
0.000.000.00

0.000.000.00
19.2819.4319.38

19.3019.2019.08
18.9318.7018.39

17.9217.1311.23
0.820.000.00

000.000.000.00
0.000.000.000.00

0.000.000.00
0.000.000.00

0.000.000.00
0.000.000.00

0.000.000.00
18.6917.7617.70

17.6017.4817.33
17.1216.8616.50

15.9915.159.10
0.210.000.00

000.000.000.00
0.000.000.000.00

0.000.000.000.00
0.000.000.000.00

0.000.000.000.00
0.000.000.000.00

0.000.000.000.00
0.080.130.150.14

0.120.090.020.00
0.000.000.000.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00
0.00

0.000.000.000.000.000.00
0.170.250.27

0.260.220.18
0.130.090.03

0.000.00

mmary

CalcType Units Max

Calculation Summary

Label CalcType Units Max

Junction Rd - North-Eastbound Obtrusive - TI % 0.45

Leatherwood Ct North-Eastbound Obtrusive - TI % 1.11

M2 Motorway - North-Eastbound Obtrusive - TI % 19.62

M2 Motorway
M2 Motorway

Pedestrian bridge

Pedestrian bridge

Leatherwood Ct
Leatherwood Ct

Junction St
Junction St

Ixion St
Ixion St

Signage
Signage
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 APPENDIX D

OBTRUSIVE LIGHTING AND THRESHOLD INCREMENT CALCULATIONS

Obtrusive Light - Compliance Report
AS/NZS 4282:2019, A3 - Medium District Brightness, Curfew
Filename: 3214.11 RevB
24-Oct-22 3:51:09 PM

Illuminance
Maximum Allowable Value: 2 Lux

Calculations Tested (16):
Test Max.

Calculation Label Results Illum.
164 Junction Rd_Ill_Seg1 PASS 0.55
166 Junction Rd_Ill_Seg1 PASS 0.55
168 Junction Rd_Ill_Seg1 PASS 0.47
170 Junction Rd_Ill_Seg1 PASS 0.31
172 Junction Rd_Ill_Seg1 PASS 0.21
174 Junction Rd_Ill_Seg1 PASS 0.15
176 Junction Rd_Ill_Seg1 PASS 0.10
178 Junction Rd_Ill_Seg1 PASS 0.07
180 Junction Rd_Ill_Seg1 PASS 0.06
182 Junction Rd_Ill_Seg1 PASS 0.04
184 Junction Rd_Ill_Seg1 PASS 0.03
7 Leatherwood Ct_Ill_Seg1 PASS 0.49
13 Leatherwood Ct_Ill_Seg1 PASS 0.33
21 Leatherwood Ct_Ill_Seg1 PASS 0.19
23 Leatherwood Ct_Ill_Seg1 PASS 0.25
23 Leatherwood Ct_Ill_Seg2 PASS 0.06

Threshold Increment (TI)
Maximum Allowable Value: 20 %

Calculations Tested (3):
Adaptation Test

Calculation Label Luminance Results
M2 Motorway - North-Eastbound 1 PASS
Junction Rd - North-Eastbound 1 PASS
Leatherwood Ct North-Eastbound 1 PASS
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	1 Request for Advice�
	1.1 You have asked us to advise on whether Manboom Signage Partnership Pty Ltd (Manboom) can be the applicant for development applications for the display of advertisements on the M2 Motorway (DA) for the purposes of section 3.14 of the State Environm...�
	1.2 Section 3.14 of the IESEPP makes advertisement development permissible with development consent, where such development may otherwise be prohibited under a local environmental plan (LEP).�

	2 Executive Summary�
	2.1 In short, the answer is yes, Manboom can be the applicant for the DAs and benefit from the provisions in section 3.14(1)(c) of the IESEPP that make advertisement development permissible with consent on the M2 Motorway.�
	2.2 There is no requirement in section 3.14 or the balance of the IESEPP that requires the applicant for the DA for advertising on the M2 Motorway to be a public authority.�
	2.3 Landowner’s consent to the DAs would still be required in the usual course.�

	3 Reasoning�
	3.1 We are instructed that Manboom proposes to lodge DAs for the display of advertisements on the M2 Motorway.�
	3.2 We are instructed that the development will be located on that part of the M2 Motorway that is zoned SP2 and that under the relevant LEPs, advertising and signage use is prohibited.�
	3.3 Section 3.14 of the IESEPP states:�
	3.4 Section 3.14(1)(c) makes advertising development permissible with development consent, despite any prohibition in an LEP, if the proposed advertising development is:�
	(a) Within transport corridor land.  This is defined as:�
	(b) Located within the M2 Motorway transport corridor land.�

	3.5 On the basis of our instructions as to the location of the proposed development within the transport corridor of the M2 Motorway, the development is permissible with consent.�
	3.6 Unlike sections 3.14(1)(a) and (b), there is no requirement under section 3.14(1)(c) that the DA is made by or on behalf of a public authority.  Accordingly, any person, including Manboom, can make such an application.�
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